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that the axle, having equal opposite forces on eithe� 
side, is l'e.lievj3d from any pressure. No separate 
valve gear is employed; the revolving blades or pis
tons passing the ports cause the steam to act upon 
them at the proper time. The several joints are 
not generally fitted with special packing arrangements 
for preserving tightness. 'J'he ends of the blades, where 
pairing with the fixed cylinder, are rOlinded ami touch 
home as they revolve, an extra security resulting from 
the centrifugal action set up forcing- them out against 
their working surface. Where the blades pass into the 
drum the surfaces are flat and accurately fitted, a treat
ment which appears to secure proper tightness. 'J'he 
joint is aided greatly in the peculiar action of the 
engine, which is such that when the steam is exerting 
a force on one side a blade, this being the case when it 
is moving through the upper and lower quarters be
tween the eccentric abutments, the blade is stationary 
toward the turning drum, and is held against the side 
of the slot by the force of steam, thus assisting to keep 
it tight. As the blade passes the abutments there is 
an equal pressure on both its sides, as at this time it is 
passing a port; it is therefore free to pass into the slot 
by the action of the abutments, and no leakage can 
occur, as the pressure on each side is the same. Simi
lar remarks apply as it passes outward, after turning 
past the extreme position. The power exerted by this 
engine is fairly large for its size, a result due to the fact 
that one revolution of the shaft gives opportunity for 
two cylinder volumes of steam to do work. There being 
four blades, each of which is acted upon through two 
quarters of the cylinder in a revolution, the aggregate 
volume swept through is evidently twice that of the 
cylinder. This engine is as much used as a pump as a 
motor ; a 14 in. pump delivering over 1,000 gallons of 
water, while running at 200 revolutions per minute ; 
and this water delivered, as might be deduced from the 
examination of its construction, in a steady stream.
The Engineer. 

for the hours. There is no need of describing all these 
details, as the figure explains them sufficiently well. 

The electric motor is very simple. In front of the 
poles of a horseshoe magnet there are two bobbins that 
carry a conpllutator on their axis. The motions of this 
motor would be too rapid to actuate the drum directly, 
and this is why there IS interposed between the two a 
clockwork movement that produces a retardation. 

In order to render the thing clearer, we give a di
agram of the communications in Fig. 2. H is the clock
work that forms a contact at every minute and sends 
a current into the relay, A. The ai- mature is attracted 

t 

established between T and S, and the current from the 
pile, PI, passes through T, S, G, V, upon all the lines. 
Each contact is of but Short duration. A very decided 
sound is heard in all the telephones that are unhooked 
from their commutators, and all the hammer strokes 
can easily be counted. 

The National 'l'hne Regnlating Co., which is working 
this apparatus, charges subscribers oue dollar a year. 
In practice, one difficulty was met with which has 
been surmounted in a very simple and ingenious man
ner. It was found that when signals were being trans
mitted to subscribers who paid theil' annual dues, 

TELEPHONY AT THE PHILADELPHIA 
EXHIBITION. 

FIG. 2. 

Elect1'ical Transmission of Time. -In the Western 
Electric Co. 's department, tl,t the late Philadelphia 
Electrical Exhibition, ·Mr. Omm exhibited a small 
apparatus that is placed in a central telephone office 
for giving subscribers. the exact time. 

This apparatus sends interrupted currents over the 
entire line every minute. These are so weak that they 
do not interfere with conversation, but are sufficiently 
strong to produce quick, short, very distinct sounds 
that are separated by regular intervals. The sub
scriber, in order to know what time it is, has only to 
unhook his telephone and put it to his ear. Every 
minute he hears a feeble murmur that warns him to 
pay attention, and immediately afterward he hears 
successive interruptions that gi ve the hour and minutes. 
To make this clearer, suppose he has heard two blows 
followed by a short interval, then three blows and an 
interval, and finally seven blows. These signals in
dicate to him that at the moment of the next signal. 
that il:i to say, in one minute, it will be two o'clock and 
37 minutes. 

The complete apparatus consists of a clock which 
gives a contact every minute, and which runs the 
distributing apparatus shown in Fig. 1. V is a relay 
which forms a contact every minute when the current 
is sent to it from the clock. The forming of this con- . 
tact throws the drum into gear with the electric driv
ing axle, M, which, supplied by a special pile, is always 
in motion. 

and the drum is set free. At t.he same time, a small 
metallic disk, C, inounted upon a spring at the end of 
the armature, touches the screw, B, for a moment and 
repeats the contact several times as a consequence of 
the vibrations that are communicated to it by the 
shock. Every time there is a contact between Band C 
the current from the pile, P', passes through Band C, 
the armature, L, and afterward through G and V, over 
all the lines of the subscribers that end in one common 
ground. To this effect, the communication of the 
tablet with the earth, t, is detached. Then all the 

FIG. S.-EATON'S TELEPHONE. Upon the surface of the drum there are fixed, as upon 
the drum of a music box, several series of pins, repre
senting the hours, ten minutes, and minutes. These subscribers who at this moment have their telephone 
pins, during the. revolution of the drulll, actuate the at the ear hear the murmur derived from a series of 
lever which carries the hammer, Q, and this latter,' rapid contacts between Band C. Practice has shown 
during one revolution of the drum, strikes as many that the separation from the earth presents no in
blows as there are active pins upon the circumference.· convertience for the central office. and that consequently 
This hammer establishes a contact every time for a the earth can be taken upon the lines running to all 
special pile, and a current of short duration is sent the subscribers. 
over the line. By a very simple process, another series The motion of the armature, L, of the relay, A, sets in 
of pins acts every minute upon the lever, so that one motion the drum whose pins cause the hammer, T, to 
blow is added at every new minute. After nine blows strike the contact, S, and the n umber of blows given 
there is a totalization, and the tens of minutes are in- corresponds to the hours and minutes indicated by the 
creased. Thesameoperation is produced automatically clock, H. At every blow of the hammer a contact is 

FIG.l.-0RAM'S APPARATUS FOR TRANSMITTING THE TIME. 
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many others in the circuit heard the transmission 
gratis. and that too without their wire being connected 
with the Or am apparatus. This was the well knowliL 
effect of induction. To prevent non· subscribers from 
knowing the time by telephone, another hammer, R 
(Fi�. 2), has been added that gives additional signals 
whIch produce a confusion. To this effect, all the 
lines, s, 8', s", etc., of subscribers who do not pay for the 

FIG. 4.-GRAHAM'S TELEPHONE. 

time are connected with each other after passing 
through the communicator tablet, and are put in 
communication through a pile, P", with a "confusing" 
hammel', R 'fhe drum rUllS this hammer at random, 
and at every blow a current is sent over the line that 
produces a noise which is made as like as possible to 
the regular sound that is heard through induction from 
the true distribution. 

Variotts Telephones.-Among the telephones ex
hibited, we found a few apparatus that differed slightly 
from the form generally used in the United States. 
Among others, the Eaton apparatus (Fig. 3), the 

FIGS. 5 AND 6.-BAXTER'S TELEPHONE. 

magnetic field of which is formed by a series of small 
ma�nets whose poles of like name enter the bobbin, 
whIle the others surround it externally. The Graham 
telephone (Fig. 4) differs from the preceding only in the 
bobbin being lllounted upon a spring, and being con
sequently movable between the poles of the magnet. 

In the Baxter receiver (Fig. 5), the extremity, F, of 
the horseshoe cal'ries two concentric bobbins, band B. 
The annular interval is filled by a soft iron tube. T!1e 
inventOl' doubtless intends by this mealls to re-enforce 
the magnetic action. The transmit.ter is sh own in Fig. 6. 
The variable contact is connected with a rod, T, mov
able around the points, ° 0, and held at its lower ex
tremity by an electro-magnet, B, placed in the circuit 
of the microphone pile.-La Lumiere Electrique. 
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